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2020 “RAD” Late Harvest Dessert Marsanne  

The Wine I love Dessert Wine. Sticky and viscous, with a golden hue and pinching sweetness. 
There’s no better way to cap off the night. 

Every year since 2003, we handpick this incredible block of Marsanne fruit. Located 
up north in the Heathcote GI, it ripens quickly and is always one of the earlier picks 
for the season. We usually pick for a table Marsanne, keeping it fresh and light. 

However, feeling a little adventurous in 2020 and wanting to try something a little 
different with our Marsanne, we let the fruit hang a little longer on the vine, allowing 
the sun to concentrate the juice and make the fruit even sweeter. Then, we stopped 
the ferment early to leave a little residual sugar. Not too much though - it’s not 
sickly, we wanted just enough sweetness to enhance the honeysuckle on the palate. 

The 
Vineyard 

Located at the northern end of the Heathcote Wine Region, in Colbinabbin, Mount 
Burrumboot Estate is owned and operated by Cathy and Andrew Branson. 

The vines were planted in 1999, and include both Marsanne and Shiraz, as well as 
other red varieties. Being farmers for generations, the Bransons heed to the 
philosophy of minimal intervention and sustainable practice: they care for their soils, 
follow organic practices, and encourage the diversity of soil microflora, so that each 
vine receives natural nutrients. 

Irrigated by the Waranga-Western Channel, the vineyard runs north to south over 
deep, fertile, ancient Cambrian soil. A combination of hand-picking and machine 
harvesting is undertaken every year. 

Winemaking 
Notes 

The fruit was handpicked on 13 March 2020, 
approximately one month later than usual, to 
achieve passerillage. The grapes were sweet and 
raisin-like, with a bit of Botrytis. 

After a delicate press, we fermented in stainless 
steel for 2 weeks. The ferment was stopped early, 
to leave residual sugar (RS108). The wine was aged 
for 6 months in old barriques, before bottling in 
late December 2020.  

 

Palate Sweet pear and candied rockmelon, with a hint of 
golden honeysuckle on the finish.  It’s like drinking 
golden honey. 

 

Varieties 100% Marsanne.  

Soil Ancient Cambrian loam.  

Sweetness RS108.  

Closure Natural cork.  

RRP $25.00.  

 


